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ABOUT US – HIGH PERFORMANCE BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 

OUR HIGH PERFORMANCE VALUES 

 Ambitious Orienteering 

 Positive Frameworks 

 Community; Striving Together 

 Constructive, Open, Transparent 
Communication 

 Enjoyment, Motivation, Friendship, Pride 

 Knowledge, Analysis, Innovation 

 Discovery and Adventure 

 Dignity and Holistic Athlete Development 

 Impeccable Preparation and Planning 

 Application of Principles of Best Practice 

 Sustainable Environmental Procedures 

 Respect  

 

WHAT IS HIGH PERFORMANCE ? 

The ASC guides National Sporting Organisations‟ High Performance planning through the following definition: 

Athlete development refers to the pathway or journey travelled by an individual from the first beginnings in physical 

activity through to sporting excellence on the world stage. The high performance component of the pathway focuses 

from the point at which an athlete is identified and exposed to a deliberate talent development initiative right 

through to world-class performances and elite mastery. It follows therefore, that the scope of a comprehensive plan for 

sustained high performance success should extend beyond established elite athletes to include the needs of athletes 

and their support personnel throughout the pathway. It should address the needs of a system designed to identify and 

develop sufficient numbers of athletes of sufficient quality to sustain ongoing success. 

Orienteering High Performance supports our current international teams and naturally has a focus on the World 

Orienteering Championships. It also supports the national elite competition, the National Orienteering League (NOL), 

as an environment in which to practise and achieve. The essence of the High Performance Program is a deliberate 

talent initiative and the identification and development of Talented Targeted Athletes (TTAs) to be exposed to this 

program. It includes State based NOL and Junior NOL squads. It also includes some club and school training squads 

working towards benchmark achievements.  

High performance is not engagement in orienteering nor learning fundamental orienteering skills. This, of course, is a 

key foundation to the High Performance Pathway. High performance is learning to perform with maximum skills, at 

maximum speed, under maximum fatigue and maximum pressure by providing athletes with the necessary coaching, 

guidance and support. High performance is when athletes are ready to aspire to reach a benchmark performance 

either at a national school level, state championship level, or NOL level and above. 

The athlete pathway defined in the following diagram represents a generalised athlete pathway for orienteering and 

provides a model to explore how to implement our high performance plan at national, state, and club levels. This 

model defines the high performance pathway at the point at which an athlete is identified and exposed to a deliberate 

talent development processes at the club, state, or national level. Our challenge during the implementation of our 

priorities is to maximise the smooth transition of athletes into and along the High Performance Pathway. It is important 

to cater for entry into the High Performance Pathway from a traditional, junior development pathway, vertically in the 

following diagram, as well as for later development as a senior, horizontally in the diagram. 
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Athletes can be identified as Targeted Talented Athletes at various stages of the athlete pathway. It might be a junior 

performing at a club event or new runner in a NOL state team coming to orienteering from a running background.   

Key strategies to implement during 2014-2018 are: 

 Developing effective talent identification programs and processes at the various levels of the pathway 

 Funneling talented athletes with elite performance potential into the High Performance top levels of the 

pathway 

From an athlete‟s perspective, high performance is dedication, commitment to their own development and the support 

of the system that supports their development. It is about sharing, learning and innovation together for athletes and 

coaches. It is also about sharing, learning and innovation together for clubs, State Associations and Orienteering 

Australia if there is to be effective implementation of smooth transitions along the athlete pathway. 

 

COMPETITION AND SQUAD STRUCTURE 

Central to the High Performance competition structure is the National Orienteering League (NOL). The foundation of 
the High Performance Pathway is a pipeline of participants with commitment to orienteering at a local club level.  

At the base of the participation structure is a club program of local experiences that are sequentially developed with 
social support. These provide the foundation that may lead to commitment and/or competition in juniors or adults. This 
is the talent pool that the High Performance Pathway draws on.  

Processes that develop engagement, commitment and/or competition are the result of club, regional or State 
Associations‟ initiatives. These offer adults the opportunity to move from active recreation to sport and potentially 
onwards to high performance competition. Likewise, juniors may develop through local club or school competitions to 
state level events, state representation and state based JNOL and NOL squads. Strengthening and supporting adult 
and junior athlete pathways with structures and guidance are key elements of our priorities. 

Partnerships and national alignment of competition and squad structures is important. After a newcomer to 
orienteering shows commitment and engagement at a local level, higher commitment at a regional or state level 
should be actively encouraged by State Associations or regional structures. State or regional based leagues and 
selection into state based squads act as a base for entry into national squads and JNOL and NOL participation. This is 
a critical link and highlights the importance of partnerships between State Associations and the National HP program.  

The central competition of the National Orienteering League (NOL) and parallel Junior National Orienteering League 
(JNOL) provides a focus for practising and achieving. State based squad structures and local leagues prepare state 
based athletes for national level events and are a critical, integral step in the High Performance Pathway. These 
experiences help develop successful participation in the National Orienteering League competition; the central feature 
of the High Performance Pathway. 

Another critical step, as a key entry point into the high performance pathway, is the role that the national schools 
competition plays for the talented junior. The Australian Schools Orienteering Championships (ASOC) plays a key role 
in retaining talented juniors and provides a means for juniors, without involved families, to travel to national 
competitions. ASOC is conducted mid-week during the national carnival week, and as well as being one of the most 
exciting races on the national calendar, offers these juniors an authentic insight into orienteering at the very top level. 
The rate of mid-teenage dropout is much lower than what it was in the mid 1980s before this event structure was 
introduced. Continued support of this program is vital for a smooth junior pathway into High Performance. It is worth 
noting that the success of this program has a lot to do with the team aspect of the event. The social support these 
participants receive from the affiliation with their team and peers, is a key element to the success of the event. 

The following diagram shows an overview of the integration of the FTEM framework with an overlay of Orienteering 
Australia‟s competition and squad structures. As mentioned previously, the diagram implies athlete development into 
the high performance pathway can be vertically upwards as a junior would traditionally develop. There is also the entry 
by a talented adult who comes to the sport later in life and can follow a pathway horizontally across the diagram. 
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To progress along the pathway principally requires improvements in physical fitness and orienteering-specific skills. 
The inputs to these include; access to competition, coaching and training groups, as well as support services including 
online information, psychology, sports medicine and travel support. Athlete support structures underpin this 
development and supporting families, clubs and schools plays an integral role. 

COACHING 

The basis of coaching is very strong at the school team level (ASOC) and the national representative level 
(WOC/JWOC) and is central to the deliberate talent development initiative. We have excellent high performance 
coaches and camps are a key requirement to coaching at both the school and national team level. Building coaching 
structures to complete the pathway at both national and state level, making coaching an integral part of the talent 
development system is crucial. The continued development of successful coaching structures in clubs, collaborative 
parent and child groups and NOL/JNOL squads is critical to the ongoing success and development of athletes along 
the pathway. The coaching accreditation system is well established and coaching is developed through the national 
coaching development scheme and the national coaching co-ordinator monitors the accreditation of coaches. 
Strengthening coaching, coaching curriculum and coaching incentive schemes to develop coaching at the club, talent 
ID and NOL entry level are key priorities of this plan.   

 

HIGH PERFORMANCE PATHWAYS 

At the base of the High Performance Pathway is commitment to training and competition at the club level. Orienteering 
is a late development sport with international elite competitors often competing well into their 30s. Entry into the HP 
Pathway from this pool of committed athletes at a local club level can be a junior or young adult. Developing the fertile 
ground in the local club environment for commitment and engagement for juniors, young adults and families is a key 
starting point. Developing sufficient numbers of club participants, across these age groups, sustains the ongoing 
growth of our sport and the High Performance Pathway. Club development programs are a key driver of the high 
performance pathway. 

At the junior level; school feeder programs, family training structures, introductory training, teaching fundamental 
navigation techniques to build confidence, success and self mastery are key foundations to continued participation 
and success. An environment that encourages social support, enjoyment and fun is the breeding ground for 
commitment to develop. These committed athletes can aspire for involvement in their state‟s school orienteering team, 
JNOL and subsequently, the Junior World Orienteering Championships. Along the way, deliberate talent development 
happens through state development squads, national junior squads and at the top junior level the High Performance 
Squad. 

At the adult level; club development programs, talent ID, entry to the targeted talented athlete pathway and 
commitment to local league competitions are talent development initiatives that capture adults who have missed out 
on the fundamental development in the junior ranks. NOL squads are the final key ingredients for further refinement of 
technical skills that potentially mask potential of an adult who has the physical and mental capacity but has entered 
the sport later in life and lacks technical experience. The final steps are national selection into High Performance 
Squads and second tier international competition. 

Most athlete pathways are disjointed and have periods where engagement is difficult. This club, state and national 
structure enables athletes to de-select and re-engage and these policies will be regularly communicated throughout 
the pathway. 

The more specific athlete pathways for foot and mountain bike orienteering shown in the following diagrams, represent 
a generalised athlete pathway for orienteering and provides a model to explore how to implement our High 
Performance Plan at national, state and club levels. This model defines the High Performance Pathway at the point at 
which an athlete is identified and exposed to deliberate talent development process at the club, state, or national level. 
Our challenge during the implementation of our priorities, is to maximise the smooth transition of athletes into, and 
along the High Performance Pathway. Incentives for athletes to do this are provided through club, state and national 
partnerships. 

Critical to this pathway is the support provided by the key drivers and how we and our partners can support athlete 
development by empowering these key drivers to assist in the athlete development process and pathway. The key 
drivers listed in the last row of the schematic of the pathway at each stage are crucial for the success of athlete 
development. 
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NON ELITE

(Foundation Movement)
PRE-ELITE

(Potential To Be International Elite)

 INTERNATIONAL ELITE

(Senior International)

Basic 

Movement

Fundamentals

Demonstation 

of  Potential

Extension and 

Refinement

Movement of

Foundations

Sport-specific

commitment 

&/or

Competition

Talent 

Verification

Practising

&

 Achieving

Breakthrough

&

Reward

Senior 

National 

Representation

Podium 

Success

Sustained 

success at E2

Learning 

fundamental 

movement skills 

relevant to 

orienteering

(e.g. running, 

jumping, agility

balance, leaping 

bounding)

Participation in 

organised 

orienteering 

activities

(e.g. come and 

try days, school 

sports programs, 

modified sports 

programs)

 

Informal 

orienteering 

activities with 

friends and 

family in local 

area

Competing in 

orienteering at 

local club events 

& attending 

coaching 

sessions and 

committing to 

regular training

e.g

Regular engage-

ment as a child 

or adult. 

Participation in 

age based 

school and club 

competitions / 

training activities

Demonstration 

of talent against 

national bench-

mark criteria

Identified as a 

Targeted 

Talented Athlete

Confirmation of 

talent following 

participation in a 

trial period

(e.g. designated 

training /camp(s) 

for confirming 

emerging talent)

A trial period for 

emerging athlete 

development in 

age appropriate 

environment.

eg school/JNOL/ 

NOL squads / 

national camp 

invitations

Day to day 

commitment 

within state 

based emerging 

athlete develop-

ment programs

 eg. Day to Day 

commitment to 

training,

competition and 

camps at school, 

state and 

national league 

levels

2nd tier national 

development 

squads, JWOC

Selection as 

Bushranger in 

ANZ test match

Medal at Senior 

National 

Orienteering 

League

 (e.g NOL 

subsidisation 

and National 

HPG supported 

athlete)

Selection in 

Boomerangs 

team for a major 

international 

event

(e.g.World 

Championships, 

World Games, 

World Cup)

Winning a medal 

at World 

Championship, 

World Games or 

World Cup

Multiple Wold 

Champoinship,

World Cup, 

World Games

medalist

 

Attainment of 

major interna-

tional level 

individual 

accolades over 

multiple high 

performance 

cycles

   F
TEM stages

   F
TEM Phases 

    D
escriptions

      
People will be

     
Key Drivers...

  Parents

  Siblings

  Family

  Friends

  Playmates

  Parents

  Teachers

  Coaches

  Friends

  Clubs

  Teachers

  Coaches

  Private provider

  Self

  TID processes

  NSOs/SSOs

  Clubs

  Schools

  Self

  Coaches

  TID proceses

  SSOs/NSOs

  Clubs

  Schools

  NSOs

  SSOs

  Clubs

  Athletes

  Coaches

  Athletes

  HP agencies

  NSOs

  Clubs

  Coaches

  Athletes

  HP agencies

  NSOs

  Clubs

  Coaches

  Athletes

  HP agencies

  NSOs

  Coaches

  Athletes

  HP agencies

  NSOs

  Coaches

High Performance Pathway

Foot

Orienteering

Athlete 

Pathway

A Deliberate Talent Development Initiative
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TALENT DEVELOPMENT STRUCTURE AND FTEM PATHWAY 
BENCHMARKS 

AUSTRALIAN ORIENTEERING  

ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT PATHWAY 

(An attempt to align the AIS FTEM development pathway to Orienteering WORK IN PROGRESS) 

FTEM 

Stages 

NON ELITE 

(Foundation Movement) 

FTEM 

Phases 

F1                        F2 F3 

Descriptions Basic 

Movement 

Fundamentals      

Extension and 

Refinement 

Movement of  

Foundations 

Sport specific 

Commitment 

and/or 

Competition 

 

Benchmarks 

 

 

Enjoy physical activity 

Participate in local orienteering events 

Start competing in State events 

Demonstrate ability in age class 

Continued participation in local events 

Regularly compete in State events 

Attend State junior training camps 

Compete in National events (Aus 

Champs / Easter) 

 

SKILLS 

Physical 

 Start developing agility, balance, co-
ordination and speed (ABCS) 

 Participate in a wide range of sports 
(physical activity) 

 Develop speed, power and endurance 
using games 
 

 Basic elements of training- warm up, 
cool down, recovery, rest and diet 

 Focus on aerobic fitness 

 Participate in complimentary sports 

 Terrain running techniques 

 Further develop ABCS 

 Core stability and strength 

 Flexibility and agility exercises 

Mental  Have a positive association with 
movement 

 Gain enjoyment and fun from 
participation 

 Draw imaginary maps 
 

 Develop a plan for the race 

 Develop concentration through having 
routines 

 Develop pre-race preparation 

 Learn to deal with success and failure 

 Practice imagery 

 Develop self confidence 

 Goal setting (SMART) Specific, 
Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, 
Time frame. 

 High level of specific orienteering 
comprehension 
 

Technical 

 

 

 Orientate the map using features 

 Folding the map and thumbing the map 

 Identify features on the map and in the 
terrain 

 Map walks 

 Control procedure 
 

 Practice feature familiarization and 
recognition 

 Using compass to orientate map 

 Using attack points 

 Identify and using handrails 

 Choosing and following handrails 

 Start developing 3D thinking 
 

 Using aiming off 

 Moving from short legs to longer legs 

 Introducing basic route choice 

 Distance estimation 

 Practise specific tactics to make skills 
routine 

 Basic relocation techniques 

 Learn international symbols 

 Think ahead 
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FTEM Stages PRE-ELITE 

(Potential to be International Elite) 

FTEM 

Phases 

T1 T2 T3 T4 

Descriptions Demonstration of 

Potential 

Talent 

Verification 

Practicing & 

Achieving 

Breakthrough & 

Reward 

Benchmarks 

 

 Member state schools team 

 State squad training camp 

 Top 3 at State Champs/ 

 Top 6 at Aus Champs / 
Easter in age class 
 

 Selection in Schools Honour 
Team 

 Selection in Australian 
Schools team 

 Demonstrate skills at 
training camp 

 Win State Champs in age 
class (M/W14,M/W16, 
M/W18) 

 Place getter at Aus Champs 
/ Easter in age class 

 Compete in NOL events- 
achieve a number of top 3 
places 

 Follow an individualised 
training plan 

 Top 3 in Aus Champs or 
Easter in age class 

 Continued success at 
Schools Championships 
(senior age group) 

 Participation and 
demonstration of effective 
skills at training camp 

 Selection in JWOC team 

 Selection in Aus Uni team 

 Top 3 in NOL point score in 
age class 

 Win a number of NOL 
events in year 

 Win an Aus Champs or 
Easter event in age class 

 3km time trial less than (see 
Appendix A) 

 Selection in Bushrangers 
team 

 Compete and perform at 
elite standard in Europe 
 

SKILLS 

Physical 

 Strength development- 
using own body weight 

 Aerobic power and 
endurance training 

 Relate training to the PHV 
(peak height velocity) of the 
athlete ie: the period of 
growth and development 
when an individual‟s growth 
is undergoing the most rapid 
period of change 
 

 Make aerobic power and 
aerobic endurance a training 
priority 

 Continue to develop levels 
of speed, strength and 
flexibility 

 Adapt the quantity of training 
to the PHV of the athlete 

 Follow individual training 
plan up to 10hours per week 

 Increase training volume 

 Cross training for endurance 

 Learn importance of long 
term and short term training 
(rest and recovery) 

 Personally tailored physical 
conditioning and recovery 
program (Coach) 
(at least 10 hours/week) 

 Training for strength - hill 
training, terrain running, long 
runs > 90mins 

 Train for agility and stability 

 Undertake event specific 
intensive physical 
conditioning (sprint, middle, 
long, relay) 

 Learn to perform under a 
variety of competitive 
conditions during training 

 Prepare optimally: taper and 
peak performance 
 

Mental  Further development of 
SMART goals 

 Concentration in the face of 
distraction 

 Play O simulation games 
 

 Guided error detection and 
correction 

 Practise breathing for 
control and relaxation 

 Accept discipline and 
structure 

 Develop good nutritional 
and hydration behaviours 

 Take responsibility for 
training 

 Coping strategies 

 Focus on self-improvement 

 Learn to deal with winning, 
losing, injury, rejection 

 Pre-race planning 

 Relaxation techniques 

 Manage an optimal level of 
pre-race tension 

 Visualisation to stay positive 
and focused 

 Learn to re-focus your 
thoughts 

 Practise goal setting 

 Develop self-belief through 
improved tactical 
understanding and 
consistent, competitive 
performance 

 Practise mental skills under 
competitive conditions 
 

Technical  Using collecting features 

 Reading using and 
understanding contour 
features 

 Further develop relocation 
techniques 
 

 Map reading at competition 
speed 

 Use compass for fine 
navigation 

 Introduction of longer legs 
and route choice 

 Controls on small features 

 Automatic execution of 
orienteering process 

 Study maps to practise route 
choice 

 Advanced planning 
techniques 

 Map simplification 

 Contouring at speed 

 Safe, controlled and 
consistent orienteering 

 Think like a course setter 
 

 Start developing skills for 
each discipline 

 Competition plans 

 Competition analysis 

 Practise difficult controls in 
less detailed terrain with few 
catching features 

 Further develop and refine 
the skills of map 
simplification and 
generalisation so they 
become automatic 

 Learn to select features that 
are relevant to the chosen 
route in a variety of terrains 
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FTEM Stages INTERNATIONAL ELITE 

(Senior International) 

FTEM 

Phases 

E1 E2 M1 

Descriptions Senior 

National 

Representation 

Podium 

Success 

Sustained 

Success at E2 

Benchmarks Selection in: 

WOC team,  

World Games team,  

World Cup (2015) 

 

Top 6 in any discipline at: 

WOC, World Games, World Cup. 

Continue to perform at E2 level 

SKILLS 

Physical 

 Athletes follow personally tailored 
physical conditioning and recovery 
programs 

 Aerobic capacity and aerobic power 
training remain the main focus 

 Develop endurance to be competitive 
in long events 

 Improve physical capacities to 
enable the maximisation of 
international performance 

 Training hours per week 11-17 

 Take planned breaks to prevent 
injury and burnout 

 Develop a balance between training 
and competition 
 

 Training based on individual strengths 

 Increase the quality and quantity of training 

 High values on all physical parameters 

 Focus on hill running and terrain running 

 5000m time 

 Training camps on specific terrain 

 Doing a weekly long run of 2 hours plus or 
a very long bike ride (MTBO) is essential to 
have the endurance to run 15 kms for men 
and 10 kms+ for women over terrain in elite 
competition.  

  

 

Mental  Independent error detection and 
correction 

 Concentration, focus, thought control 

 Further develop self-confidence 
through consistent performance, 
setting and achieving goals 

 Refine performance routines and 
pre-race preparation 

 Develop determination for long term 
development and hard work 

 Exhibit the mindset (patience) that is 
needed to reach the top 
 

 Develop an understanding of the personal 
“balance” between your physical, mental 
and technical skills 

 Ability to perform at the highest level in 
stressful situations 

 Maintain motivation to do the “hard work” 

 Use imagery that incorporated tactics, 
problem solving, pre performance and 
performance routines 
 

 

Technical  High level of proficiency in all 
technical skills 

 Automatic application of these skills 

 Bold orienteering (test your 
boundaries) 

 Develop a personal style 

 Adjust speed to the terrain and to 
your strengths 

 Consistency and control during 
complex decision making 

 Develop skills for each discipline 

 Experience of a variety of terrains 
(training and competition) 
 

 Specific terrain training focused on WOC 

 Training camps to create the supportive 
training environment 

 Detailed understanding of different 
mapping styles and terrains 

 Training at competition speed 

 Display the highest possible level of 
consistency and control over complex 
decision making 

 Develop a high level of “technical stability” 
(balance between physical and technical 
skills) 

Achieve and maintain a balance 
between the four key components of 
being the best 
 
A. Physical 

B. Technical 

C. Mental  

D. Environment and support 

 

Appendix A 
 
3000m time trial time as a guide  
(minimum and maximum for each age). Applies from T4 onwards. 
 
Men 18          9:45 - 10:45        Women 18    11:30 - 12:30 
Men 20          9:00 - 10:00        Women 20    10:45 - 11:45 
Men above 21  8:50 - 9:30          Women above 21  10:30 - 11:10 
Elite MEN         8.20                     ELITE Women       10.00 

Appendix B 
 
Squad Structure in relation to FTEM Phases 
 
High Performance Squad     -        at least E1 and above 
National Development Squad     -  at least T3 and up to E1 
Targeted Talented Athltete Squad  -  T2 
State Development Squads  -  T1 
Local Club Training Squads -  F3 
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SITUATION ANALYSIS 

The following extensive situation analysis is predominantly based on consultation and considerations that occurred 

over the period September 2012 – October 2013. It has involved athletes, coaches, focus groups and state 

representatives, and consultation with NZ coaches. It is an extensive review based on open consultation through a 

range of processes engaging stakeholders. The predominant processes are listed below. 

 

1. Open meeting on high performance conducted (22 September 2012, see appendix 3) 

2. Athlete survey (see appendix 5) 

3. OA Review of changes to WOC as implemented by the IOF 

4. SWOT review of proposed FTEM structure by high performance coaches (see appendix 4) 

5. A Performance History review after WOC / JWOC and athlete evaluations 

6. Detailed Athlete pipeline and athlete world rankings (see appendix 6) 

7. ASC sports commission Health Check process facilitated workshop with state delegates (see appendix 1) 

 

A final summary of this situation analysis is presented at the end of this section and gives many immediate initiatives 

and others that will be worked on over many years to follow. Some of these relate directly to the OA High Performance 

Program and others to participation initiatives at the state and club level. 
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ATHLETE SURVEY 
 

An athlete survey was conducted by Nick Dent in June 2013 and targeted the High Performance group. The entire 

athlete survey responses are found in Appendix 5. These responses contain some great ideas and many insightful 

responses. It is not possible to include all the responses here. Some key themes of this survey are listed below with 

some of the comments from athletes. There are many great practical ideas that are worthy of implementation that can 

be reviewed more fully by referring to complete survey responses in Appendix 5. 

 

THEMES REGULARLY MENTIONED IN ATHLETES SURVEYS  

 

Greater long term planning; recommended 3-5 year plans 

 “I would try to develop a 3 year plan to establish reasonable sized elite training programmes in orienteering havens” 

 “We need to think 3-5 years ahead all the time, so that what is happening right now is actually thought about 3-5 years 

earlier.  We cannot expect to throw money at our international teams and get results if we have not done the ground work 

earlier. I am excited that there is push towards improving the HP system. 

 

More training opportunities and individual coaching 

 Have at least 5 organised training camps for elites to improve, think about how many times the power houses of Europe 

train in WOC terrain before actual WOC. 

 

Regional HP coaches and regional HP training camps 

 “Other regional training camps to be organised by HP officials (not necessarily funded) – e.g. from June-August for those 

athletes in Australia when NOL rounds are not usually on (could coincide with QB3)” 

 “Nominate HP regional coaches (could be state NOL coaches) to be in charge of regional camps, these regional coaches 

communicate with HP head coach on squad activities, athlete progress, etc.” 

 

Head Coach 

 “I think that there needs to be a head coach for orienteering in Australia. Under this, there are the national team coaches 

and a head coach in each state. The Head Coach for Orienteering Australia has the role of education and monitoring of 

performance equally across all states, as well as monitoring the team performances at the international level.”  

 

Tiered development structure 

 “I think that there needs to be a head coach for orienteering in Australia.  Under this, there are the national team coaches 

and a head coach in each state.”  

 

Consultation and Communication 

 “Positions in OH HP such as head coach, other coaches, manager, director, etc. to be clearly communicated with athletes 

in the HP squad so that they are aware of who is in charge of what, and who should be consulted for various matters.” 

 “The website needs updating and could have more information about High Performance in Australia in 2013, and the plans 

for 2014/15/16. Currently most of the information is from 2012” 

 

THEMES COMMON IN ATHLETES SURVEY RESPONSES 

 

Combining junior and senior HP squads 

 “Combined junior and senior training camps should be planned in Australia so that the junior-to-senior pathway, as well as 

the elite-to-world standard can be understood” 

 

Australian based HP manager/coach for Australian athletes 

 “There should be a single high performance manager who makes an effort to be known to athletes. Focus of the HP 

manager should be on Australian athletes in Australia” 

 “It is tricky situation to have the men's coach living o/s. Whilst Tom is a huge wealth of knowledge & I‟m sure does a great 

job it may be hard for those out of the WOC team to contact him or feel as though they can speak to him easily (without 

having a prior relationship). On the flip side having the coach based in Euro would help immensely for those living abroad 

and for the team when it comes to WOC time.” 
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International experience for example World Cup / Jukola / Bushrangers 

 “More opportunities for HP squad members to get high quality international competition experience. Some options: 

Develop/increase Bushrangers Pinestars competitions in association with NZOF 

 Send teams to World cup races (some subsidy for athletes eg entries and/or accommodations paid) 

 Organise Australian elite teams for races such as Jukola (when there is enough interest and athletes may already plan on 

attending these events) 

 

Use state level races in some format for NOL 

 “There is a great National Orienteering League program.  However, OA high performance planning could also leverage 

some of the high quality state level races to provide more frequent racing for elite orienteers.  It is not enough to race on 4 

or 5 weekends of the year and expect to be competitive at international level.” 

 

Performance Benchmarks for state national and international squads  

 I believe that athletes need to “have benchmarks to aspire to at every level of the new ASC HP Pathway.  i.e.  athletes 

aspiring lower down have easier benchmarks than those aspiring towards the top” 

 “I think that there needs to be more structure - both athletes and coaches need performance benchmarks.  Coaches 

should have to submit a yearly plan for their athletes that is simple but shows they understand the physical, technical and 

mental demands the athlete will face over the 12 month period.” 

 

Other recommendations 

 

Structures to develop all domestic elites not just WOC 

Prestigious NOL prizes at each NOL not just badges 

Selection guidelines clearer and adhered to 

Male athlete pathway given equal support as the female pathway 

Coaching structure and development 
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CHANGES TO WOC COMPETITION FORMAT AND QUALIFICATION PROCESS 

As highlighted in the introduction of this HP Plan, a key change that is required is to introduce and adapt the national 

competition format to reflect the new WOC events. With the introduction of the four person mixed gender sprint relay 

at WOC, head to head relay racing needs be incorporated into the domestic competition. Whilst the changes to the 

NOL competition are underway, there is also potential to increase athletes‟ relay competition experience through state 

event formats, training camp relay formats, and other head to head racing events in both the senior and junior ranks. 

 

As part of the new WOC competition structure, there will no longer be qualification races in the middle and long 

disciplines. Countries will have a predetermined number of places in the finals of these disciplines based on the 

country‟s world ranking as determined by their performance in previous WOC events.  

 

These new structures bring key issues: 

 

1 No qualification races at WOC removes a developmental opportunity at the top level that ideally should be 

replaced with alternative second tier international competition opportunities. For example; AUS V NZ, 

World Cup, University games. 

 

2 With a country‟s ranking being determined by individual and team results from the previous year (or 

possible 2 years as is being considered by IOF) performance across the team is vital to secure positions 

for the coming years.  Subsequently, disqualifications due to MP (mispunches) or DNS (no start) due to 

injury or sickness of team members needs to be reduced as much as is humanly possible. Team depth, 

injury management and selection based on solid technical routines are elements to integrate into HP 

processes. 

 

3 With team relay performances being more heavily weighted in deciding a country‟s ranking, reliable relay 

specialists will be a key selection criteria for WOC. 

 

4 With the Oceania Champion having a personal place at WOC, such regional championships become a 

major national competition goal. 

 

5 To a lesser extent, as the starting order in the middle and long final is determined by an athlete‟s world 

ranking as determined by world ranking events, enabling athletes to attend world raking events is 

important at the top level.  
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PERFORMANCE HISTORY 

 
Foot O federation League Ranking (October 2013, Leading 20 athletes) 
 

 

WOC 

It has been some time since we have had world class JWOC performers of the calibre of Simon Uppill and Vanessa 

Round who have subsequently developed into solid national team members reaching benchmark performances at 

WOC. The return to competition by Hanny Allston, a previous WOC medalist, strengthens an already strong female 

team who, despite some technical errors in their 2013 WOC performances, are ranked 15
th
 in the IOF country ranking 

slots for WOC 2014. Disappointingly, our men have slipped out of the 9-23 country ranking in 2013. This ranking is 

required to qualify for 2 finalists in the WOC middle and long final in subsequent years. It is fair to say that this would 

not have happened had our top male athlete, Julian Dent, been fit for competition but does highlight a lack of depth in 

our top ranked males to cover for injury or illness. New athletes gaining selection to Australian team performed well in 

2013. Notable was Felicity Brown placing 30
th
 in the sprint final in her first year of competition. This and the successful 

performances of our new male athletes show potential for continued improving performances and indicate that both 

male and female teams should be improving their ranking subsequent to 2014 WOC performances. This optimism 

seems valid based on; these WOC performances, continued domestic competition success of our current WOC team, 

and our high ranking in the Foot O Federation league shown above. Looking further in to the future, there is concern 

about the depth of our athlete pipeline in the next 5 years particularly in the female ranks despite our strong team at 

present. 

 

 

 

  

http://iof.6prog.org/WR_FedRank.aspx
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QUALIFICATION FOR 2014 WORLD ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS 

NATION SLOTS  

For the World Orienteering Championships 2014 in Italy, the following countries will have three nation start slots in the 

middle and long distance finals according to previous world championships performance: 

DIVISION 1 

Women   Men 

SUI   NOR 

FIN   SUI 

SWE   FRA 

NOR   SWE 

RUS   RUS 

CZE   LAT 

DEN   CZE 

GBR   FIN 

The following countries will have two start slots on the basis of previous results: 

DIVISION 2 

Women   Men 

LTU   UKR 

UKR   DEN 

FRA   EST 

LAT   LTU 

AUT   AUT 

EST   ITA* 

AUS   BLR 

POL   GBR 

ITA*   HUN 

USA   BUL 

ESP   POL 

HUN   ESP 

CAN   GER 

GER   POR 

*Italy is in division two but, as the host country, will be entitled to three start slots in both classes. 

The rest of the countries will have one guaranteed starting slot for both middle and long distance race. The countries 

closest to division two are New Zealand, China, Bulgaria, Belgium, and Japan in women‟s class and Belgium, 

Slovakia, Australia, Ireland, and New Zealand in men‟s class. 

The new model means that all countries are guaranteed at least one start slot in both middle and long distance finals. 

In addition, all nations are allowed to have three runners in the sprint qualification race and one team in the sprint relay 

and in the “traditional” relay. 
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JWOC 

As mentioned above, our JWOC performances have been lack lustre despite some individual athletes showing 

potential for top performances. A notable disappointment is the MP disqualification of a potential top 10 finish by Ian 

Lawford in his final JWOC. This was one of 4 disqualifications amongst the team. This is on the back of MP 

disqualifications in other domestic competitions and raises the deep concern of a MP in future WOC relays that are 

heavily weighted for the calculation the following year‟s team rankings. A disqualification will have drastic 

consequences for the number of future places in individual middle and long finals in the following years. Addressing 

the critical importance of having solid, reliable technique and the place this will have in WOC selection criteria, will 

need to be worked through with this cohort of athletes should they move into the senior elite team. Nevertheless, our 

males showed potential with 4 athletes placing below 60
th
 and some of these in their first JWOC. Our best performing 

female was Heather Muir placing 53rd in the middle final in her last year as a junior. Also of note was Lanita Steer‟s 

65
th
 in her first year as a young athlete. In general, there are some good performances that indicate potential although, 

more work and development is require to reach the international elite level for these athletes. 

AUSTRALIAN JWOC TEAMS/PERFORMANCES 

2013 NAME SPRINT LONG MID QUAL MID FINAL RELAY 

Lanita Steer 65th 73rd 22nd B 35th 28th  

Mary Fleming 101st 89th 34th B 39th 37th 

Heather Muir disq 90th 20th A 53rd 28th 

Nicola Blatchford disq 116th 45th C 12th 37th 

Jacqui Doyle 92nd 125th 31st B 17th 28th 

Michele Dawson 130th 127th 48th C 21st 37th 

      

Oscar McNulty 45th 69th 19th A 53rd 17th 

Ian Lawford Disq 85th 22nd B 31st 17th 

Brodie Nankervis Disq 91st 21st B 53rd 28th 

Matt Doyle 43rd 102nd 46th C 12th 28th 

Matthew Barnett 94th 135th 19th A 59th 28th 

Oliver Poland 45th 52nd 25th dns 17th 

      

2012 Heather Muir 83rd 70th 28th B  34th 31st 

Lilian  Burrill 106th 106th 37th B  43rd  

Michele Dawson mp 108th 23rd B  17th  

Amy Buckerfield 122nd 82nd 38th B   56th  

      

Ian Lawford 20th 59th 6th A   27th 11th 

Oliver Poland 64th 53rd 31st B   mp  

Oscar McNulty 52nd 75th 46th C  3rd  

Kasimir Gregory 86th 117th 22nd B  32nd  

Brodie Nankervis  41st 30th B  41st  

Alex Massey 114th 95th 49th C  9th  
 

NOTE; A detailed overview of the performances of athletes in the athlete pipeline and their world rankings can be 

found in appendix 6 
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PERFORMANCES OF AUSTRALIAN ORIENTEERS AT WORLD ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS SINCE 1991 

1 

1991 1993 1995 1997 1999 2001 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

CZE USA GER NOR GBR FIN SUI SWE JPN DEN UKR CZE HUN NOR FRA SUI FIN ITA GBR SWE   

Top 3          1             

Top 8       1  2 1 1  1          

Top 16    1 1 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 2          

Top 30 
2
 1   2 3 6 7 12 9 6 7 5 5 1 3 1       

Top 45 
3
 5 3 5 6 7 12 12 16 15 11 10 12 5 8 6 5       

Top 51 5 4 7 9 11 14 15                

Top 60 5 4 9 12 10 16                 

DNQ 
4
 9 13 11 10 9 6 6 2 3 6 7 4 4 8 11 10       

Total 
Starts 

5
 

14 16 16 16 16 18 18 18 18 17 17 16 9 16 17 15       

Start  % 
in top 45 

36% 19% 31% 38% 44% 67% 67% 89% 83% 65% 59% 75% 56% 50% 35% 33%       

Men’s 
Relay 

17 11 12 11 10 6 9 10 15 20 13 15 DNS 17 16 22       

Women’s 
Relay 

10 12 12 6 7 11 14 16 8 4 7 8 9 13 14 22       

Mixed 
Sprint 
Relay 

6
 

                      

1 
All totals are cumulative and include totals above      

2
 At least top third of initial field, ie before qualifying heats, and top two thirds of final from 2004  

3 
Number in final reduced from 60 to 51 in 2003 and to 45 in 2004     

4
 Competitors who did not make top 45; makes comparison across the years easier 

5
 Total number of competitors who started in a qualifying heat or a final, when there was no qualifying heat 

6
 Additional event from 2014  
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PERFORMANCES OF AUSTRALIAN ORIENTEERS AT JUNIOR WORLD ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS SINCE 1990 

 
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

SWE GER FIN ITA POL DEN ROM BEL FRA BUL CZE HUN ESP EST POL SUI LTU AUS SWE ITA DEN POL SVK CZE      

Top 3          1      1 2             

Top 8     1 1    1      3 3 2            

Top 16   2  1 2 2 1 1 2  1   1 4 3 4            

Top 30  1 4 2 5 7 6 2 3 2 1 1 4 1 2 5 4 6 2 1  1 2       

Top 60                     6 6 6       

DNQ
1
                     30 30 24       

Total 
Starts

2
 

                    36 36 30       

Men’s 
Relay 

17 DSQ 14 17 17 9 9 20 19 9 23 17 17 18 18 18 23 19 21 27 17 22 10       

Women’s 
Relay 

13 11 11 13 16 15 12 23 16 12 11 16 11 11 16 7 11 11 18 17 15 23 24       

 

1
 DNQ are those who did not qualify for the final of the Middle Distance event or finish in the top 60 of the Sprint or Long Distance event. 

2
 Total number of competitors who started in a qualifying heat or a final, when there was no qualifying heat. 
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SWOT ANALYSIS SUMMARY 
Much of the overall SWOT analysis is outlined in the previous sections. This section will be an outline or overview of a 
general SWOT analysis. 

Strengths 

National Orienteering League. (NOL) 

Financial and human resourcing for WOC  

Having paid officers in HP area. 

Australian Schools Competition (Schools Sport Australia) 

Standard and depth of senior elite women 

Some state development programs 

National competition structure / technical standards 

Junior HP pathways (in general) 

Some excellent club and state based development 
programs 

Previous world level performances and coaching 
knowledge to support this 

Weaknesses 

Small participation base  

At a local level, variable regular technical coaching to 
support grass roots development. This is compounded 
because level 1 coaching is a state responsibility. 
Concerns that organising too many events is limiting the 
capacity to sustain regular coaching. 

Transition from junior to seniors 

Removal of WOC qualification races in middle and long 
and therefore limiting world class development 
opportunity at upper end of pathway 

European Travel barriers 

Extent of miss punch (MP) disqualifications amongst top 
developing athletes 

Injuries and injury prevention protocols 

Coach co-ordination and resource pooling at beginning of 
HP pathway 

Overinflated JWOC status and limited post JWOC 
pathways and opportunities for accolades and acclaim at 
21-26 level 

Limited support for talented adults new to orienteering 
into and along HP pathway 

Inconsistent accolades acclaim for WOC 

Poorly defined and co-ordinated national talent 
identification process 

Unclear alignment between selection policy and pathway 
development. 

Poor recording and dissemination of good development 
programs at state and club levels 

Easter is too late to start JWOC training and selection 
and competition timing and programming 

Opportunities 

2015 Tasmanian World Cup 

Increase in sprint component at WOC as a format that 
places nations on neutral terrain 

Oceania champion has a personal reserved place at 
WOC 

Post WOC week used for future WOC terrain camp 

International competition with NZ and New Caledonia 

Co-operative coaching arrangements with NZ to access 
sand dune terrain 

Supporting overseas based athletes  

Sprint format attraction to young and city based events 
and training 

Jnr Aus v NZ Test-matches (17-20ys) Pre JWOC 

Yearly Australia V NZ schools competition 

Web based resources for national coaching alignment 

Utilising retired world class Australian athletes/coaches 

Use of web interface for communication/coaching 

Co-operative utilisation of travelling international elites 
visiting Australia to be used as coaches 

Integration of world ranking events, selection races and 
world ranking points so world rankings can be more fully 
utilised as selection criteria/benchmark performance 

Clusters 

Having key people in place to drive initiatives 

Supporting local regular training centres 

Threats 

Diminishing funding pool in real terms 

International ranking dropping below 23 therefore limiting 
our places in the middle and long finals at WOC to 1 
place. 

Poor performance in WOC bush relay or mixed sprint 
relay, especially as a result of MP disqualifications, as 
placing in these events have a strong weighting towards 
the calculation of our world ranking. 

Lack of clarity around OA HP Management 
responsibilities 

Travel barriers to bush terrain 

Inconsistent state based funding for NOL teams 
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ASC SPORT HEALTH CHECK 

The ASC Sports „Pathways Health Check‟ process was held at the AIS on Friday the 4
th
 of October 2013 and 

facilitated by Alicia Mathews (Adviser Athlete Pathway Development; Athletes, Coaching & Leadership; Australian 
Institute of Sport.) The process was initiated at this time to guide the development of this strategic plan and we are 
grateful that Alicia could bring the process forward. 
 
In attendance were delegates from every state aiming to have wide consultation and to disseminate the FTEM 
concepts, as well as to provide valid responses to the Heath Check questions.  The attendees were;  
 
QLD Lance Read,   OA Director High Performance 
QLD Wendy Read,   WOC Coach 
NSW Nick Dent,   OA Operational Manager High Performance 
NSW Barbara Hill,   NSW Junior Development 
VIC Bruce Arthur,   President Orienteering Victoria 
VIC Blair Trewin,   President Orienteering Australia 
VIC Roch Prendergast JWOC Coach, Local squad coach 
ACT John Harding  OA Executive Officer 
ACT Grant McDonald Development Coach ACT 
ACT Hanny Allston  Elite athlete, World Champion 
SA Kay Haarsma  OA High Performance Manager Strategic 
WA Ian Dalton  School Sport Australia National Secretary 
TAS Mike Dowling   OA Director (International, IOF Council):, Tasmanian Schools Coach 
 
The Health Check reports are a comprehensive review of the day‟s discussions and provide an overview of our self-
assessment in various aspects of the development of our entire athlete pathway. The full Health Check reports are 
found in Appendix 1 and provide direction for key initiatives in both the High Performance priorities and building a 
stronger participation base. 
 
Analysis of the Health Check results will give direction for many years to come. There are two guiding processes to 
inform our short term and longer term priorities. The most simple is the integration of the priorities generated on the 
day of the Health Check, into priorities in this document. The second process requires deeper analysis of the Health 
Check report to further refine this strategic plan and subsequent updates to this plan. Reviews of this strategic plan 
will be guided by further questions raised in the Heath Check process. The more simple priorities from the Health 
Check process have been included in this strategic plan. An overview of these, follow. 
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA – ASC HEALTH CHECK 2013 – IDENTIFIED FTEM PRIORITIES 

These were priorities identified on the day of the health check process 

M 
 Individual coaches for athletes 

 Differentiated support for E1 & E2 athletes & phases 

 Tracking & profiling of athletes to improve communication, feedback performance 

 Target any Australian or NZ hosted World Cups and support the bidding for such 

 Improve skills of high level coaches 

 Better support for overseas based athletes 

 Access expertise in psychology, nutrition, strength & condition from outside agencies.  

E 

T 

 Personalised coaching for athletes 

 Build a clear Sprint O pathway, especially at schools and the Talent ID level (caution) 

 Build partnership with NZ at this phase 

 Stepping stones between Aust Schools Comp and JWOC – too big a jump at present 

 Strong emphasis on social engagement 

 Better Talent ID process required, including psychological aspects of sport 

 Tracking athletes and recording data required 

 Squads based on FTEM levels, with coaches at each level who work together 

 Build opportunities for T4 phase and raise its profile 

 Regional camps – supported by cost minimisation 

F 

 Teacher education through ACHPER and at pre-service training 

 Structured primary & secondary school competitions 

 Emphasis Sprint Orienteering at developmental stage 

 Parent Education and networking about elements of this phase 

 Get clubs to invest at junior level e.g. better club/school links, school engagement, coaching 

 Pooling knowledge from states about successful mass participation events & activities 

 

Other Key Messages 

 Do more with O coaching curriculum and 

its delivery 

 Key people need to be in place and 

succession planning in mind 

 Talent ID is crucial 

 Importance of weekly training sessions 

 Articulate success stories, being explicit 

about what works 

 Develop parent resources for coaching 

youngsters 

 Provide orienteering instruction for pre-

service teachers  

 Get more KIDS involved 12-14yrs 

 T3 – World Masters focus 

 World Cup opportunities for athletes at 

the T4 level 

      Photo – some priorities identified at the ASC Health Check 
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PARTICIPATION BASE PRIORITIES ARISING FROM THE HEALTH CHECK REPORT 

While participation base priorities are not directly a HP responsibility, the strategic planning process and pathway 

Health Check has highlighted the need to a have strong participation base and a healthy supportive recreational and 

sport environment. So that these priorities are not lost, they are listed briefly here so they can be taken up and further 

developed in other areas of related strategic planning. 

 

IMMEDIATE PRIORITIES 

1. Pooling knowledge about mass participation and engagement success (from states) 

2. Emphasise sprint O development programs 

3. Parent education and networking (parent coaching resources to assist parent support to child) 

4. Collaborative child and parent squad coaching (appendix 3 mini cyclones/ Blue Sparks / Wildfires) 

5. Lack of staff/coordinator(s) that have overall responsibility for the strategies and activities within both the F 

(and T levels) 

 

MAJOR PRIORITIES 

1. Dissemination of quality skill development curriculum at this level to support club coaching develop 

comprehensive skills curriculum – whilst it was noted as good for the E/M elements, it was only scored 

reasonable for the F elements and poor for the T elements. Look to ensure a comprehensive skills curriculum 

is in place for each major stage of the FTEM pathway clearly articulating the key learning‟s and progressions. 

Focus also on the effectiveness of the communication and delivery of this curriculum (is it achieving the 

desired outcome?) as this was one area that was noted as severely lacking. 

2. Get clubs to invest at junior level – coaching 

3. Increase information to SSOs and clubs to enable them to consider the various maturational challenges of 

coaching, developing young athletes (e.g. relative age effect, early/late maturers). This specifically relates to 

athletes at F3. Ensuring this information is provided and communicated to the relevant bodies will assist 

coaching practices at this respective level and enhance the transition of athletes to T1. 

4. Get clubs to invest in school engagement - club/school links  

5. Structured school competitions – primary  

6. Provide your curriculum resources to teachers at both the primary and secondary schools settings to support 

them in teaching your sport. This can be used in conjunction with considering the option to create 

opportunities for your staff/athletes to help facilitate the exposure of your sport within the schools environment. 

7. Teacher education; through ACHPER and pre-service teacher education instruction. 

8. Structured school competition leagues in local area - secondary 

 

OTHER PRIORITIES 

1. Lack of a measurement tool to evaluate the quality of clubs in relation to the quality of their youth sport 
program delivery. Implementing such a tool (or using a pre-existing one – i think there was mention within the 
workshop that one of the state‟s DSR‟s had one in place??) will ensure you are aware of what is being 
delivered within each of your clubs and can assist in controlling the consistency of the youth sport program 
delivery nationwide. 

2. It was also noted that perhaps the coaches working at the F3 level or those that have “first contact” with 
prospective participants don‟t have the required skills for the role. Providing some education and training to 
your F3 coaches will assist in ensuing these coaches are good communicators, are knowledgeable, 
experienced, skilled in people management, are professional etc.) and that an F3 athlete‟s first experience 
with the sport is a positive and encouraging one.  
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INITIAL ANALYSIS AT T LEVEL FROM THE HEALTH CHECK REPORT - PRIORITIES 

Before the Health Check process, OA had been considering a number of initiatives and changes to strengthen the 

athlete pipeline. The new squad structures outlined on page 13 more fully support entry into and along a performance 

pathway. The Health Check process validates much of our current plans and offers greater clarity on how to maximise 

the implementation, alignment and co-ordination of these talent identification and development plans and structures. 

High importance was placed on the T elements however there was a general consensus and feel amongst the group 

that more attention needs to be directed towards the T levels with the inclusion of systematic policies, procedures and 

frameworks especially at the T1-T3 levels. 

 

IMMEDIATE PRIORITIES 

1. Lack of staff/coordinator(s) that have overall responsibility for the strategies and activities within both the F 

and T levels. While this will be somewhat dealt with by appointment of a TTA coordinator and head coach it 

does not provide the human resourcing required for the curriculum development and dissemination required 

for alignment of clubs / SSOs / schools at the lower T level. This is also supported by the fact that this is 

where the least amount of financial resources are dedicated. Building a nationally aligned talent identification 

and development approach was highlighted as a priority area to improve the quality and quantity of athletes at 

the T levels of the pathway. We need to consider coordinators at this level. 

2. Building a nationally aligned talent identification and development approach was highlighted as a priority area 

to improve the quality and quantity of athletes at the T levels of the pathway. 

3. Develop quantity of coaches. Level 2 coaching courses and curriculum / coaching news 

4. Introduce Junior Bushrangers competitions with NZ and other NZ links 

5. Provide the social support at all levels but importantly the entry levels – recognise the importance of social 

connectedness in young athlete development. 

6. More weekly training sessions at the club level. 

7. Personalised coaching for athletes  

 

MAJOR PRIORITIES 

1. Develop clearly defined assessment and selection processes that consider: Biological and physiological 

aspects (i.e. speed, power, height etc), Psychological aspects (i.e. mental aptitudes, coachability, motivation 

etc) and Social aspects (i.e. family support, place of residence, education) at the T1 level 

2. Comprehensive skills curriculum – whilst it was noted as good for the E/M elements, it was only scored 

reasonable for the F elements and poor for the T elements. Look to ensure a comprehensive skills curriculum 

is in place for each major stage of the FTEM pathway clearly articulating the key learning‟s and progressions. 

Focus also on the effectiveness of the communication and delivery of this curriculum (is it achieving the 

desired outcome?) as this was one area that was noted as severely lacking  

3. Build a clear Sprint O pathway especially at schools and Talent ID level (caution) 

4. More deliberate attention needs to be directed to tracking the developmental progression of all your T level 

athletes by documenting and updating: o testing data (e.g. physiological, sport-specific skills testing) 

5. Use non-competition/testing data (e.g. training histories, injury incidence and management) 

6. Bridging the transition between T3 and T4 both within and outside the competition format 

7. Further supporting the athletes at T4;  

8. Regional camps – supported by cost minimisation 

 

OTHER PRIORITIES 

1. Providing athletes with real feedback and coaching feedback best practice  

2. Build partnership with NZ at this phase for coaching / training / Competition 

3. Stepping stones between Aust Schools Comp and JWOC – too big a jump at present 

4. Squads based on FTEM levels, with coaches at each level who work together 

5. Build opportunities for T4 phase and raise its profile. 

6. Lack of facilities available to athletes for SSSM, phys prep etc – look for opportunities to increase your 

external support networks such as relationships with universities, regional academies of sport etc. 

NOTE WORTHY 

It was highlighted that a lot of athletes seem to „get lost‟ after JWOC. There is potentially too big of a gap between the 
National League and JWOC, which is then quite confronting for athletes. Look for additional competition opportunities 
for athletes in between to help bridge the gap and smooth transition.  
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INITIAL ANALYSIS AT E/M LEVEL FROM THE HEALTH CHECK REPORT - PRIORITIES 

It is this level of the athlete pathway that is easiest to understand and have direct control over and is the one that we 

seem to more clearly understand the support structures for. The Heath Check report found The E and M elements of 

the pathway were considered highly important within the NSOs overall business. Attention to the E1 stage of the 

pathway was particularly strong, with the majority of financial and staffing resources directed to this space. 

 

IMMEDIATE PRIORITIES 

1. More individualised and personalised coaching  

2. Tracking training programs 

3. More E level coaches. The quantity of coaches was rated poor for all elements of E1-M with the need to 

provide more individualised coaches for athletes. Explore opportunities for retiring or exiting athletes to fill this 

gap in coaching. Level 3 coaching courses. 

4. Develop training camp and competition experiences. It was identified that E and M level athletes are not 

engaged in a sufficient number of international camp and competition opportunities. Consider; World Cup, NZ 

Training camps, regional training camps be built into squad training schedule. Also consider a post WOC 

training camp as an opportunity to visit next years WOC terrain. 

5. Consider alliances for international training camps with international clubs  

6. Accessing expertise especially in the psychological and nutrition areas. 

 

MAJOR PRIORITIES  

1. Target home World Cups Better and have a understanding between AUS and NZ about bidding for world cups 

2. With the quality of athletes at E1 rated as high but then falling to Poor for both E2 and M, there appears to be 

barriers preventing the conversion of athletes therefore need to look at and explore the transition of athletes 

and determine why the quality of athletes from E1 are not successful in their transition to an E2 status. It is 

suggested to go back and chronicle the developmental histories (e.g. case studies) of E2 athletes (i.e. those 

who have achieved success on the international stage) to help inform and shape future practices that will 

ideally lead to a greater transition rate of athletes from E1 to E2. 

3. Differentiating funding and support between E1 and E2 level athletes  

4. mechanisms to support overseas based athletes 

 

OTHER PRIORITIES 

1. Injury tracking management and prevention 

2. Lack of facilities available to athletes for SSSM, phys prep etc – look for opportunities to increase your 

external support networks such as relationships with universities, regional academies of sport etc. 
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KEY PERFORMANCE DRIVERS 
 

Athletes, coaching, daily training environments, competition structure, leadership and management, and research and 

innovation are key drivers that underpin the development of the athlete pipeline. The access to and quality of club, 

state, and national development programs is the vehicle that gives traction to these drivers. 

 

Additional to these key drivers is the technical element of orienteering, which includes high quality mapping standards 

and course setting, as well as sophisticated timing and competition analysis software. The technical driver is 

foundational; it underpins many of the other key drivers.  

 

ATHLETES 

The number and quality of athletes engaged provides the depth of competition and social momentum to strengthen 

the athlete pipeline at all levels. More athletes provide greater opportunities for social cohesion, affiliation and 

engagement that builds a culture of belonging, improvement and competition. The important role of family support for 

athletes should be acknowledged in development structures. 

 

COMPETITION STRUCTURE 

Club, state and national competition structures and local leagues that are accessible and provide opportunities for 

progressive development, while motivating athletes towards sustained momentum throughout the season, are crucial. 

Developmentally appropriate challenges in the technical, physical and psychological areas, across all orienteering 

disciplines, provide the variety to assist athletes develop diverse physical and technical skills. 

 

COACHING (Including training camps and weekends) 

Guidance to develop proficiency at the club level and excellence at the elite level develops engaged participants and 

elite role models respectively. Coaching can provide the opportunity for social cohesion and affiliation at the club level 

and accelerates development of the talented athlete. The quality of coaching knowledge, activities and communication 

at a personal, squad, and web based level all have a role to play. Web based resources are a source of potential 

support to athletes, parents, and beginning coaches. 

 

There are a number of factors that make camps and training weekends a vital driver. With limited resourcing capacity 

to underpin direct control over the daily training environment, camps provide an environment to guide best practice in 

daily training. Good technical training needs to be done on well-mapped, quality terrain. In larger capital cities, athletes 

are often dispersed, where travel provides a barrier to access to the Daily Training Environment (DTE). Camps 

therefore enable the athletes to come together to train technically alongside of each other to provide the rich 

environment to improve together.    

 

DAILY TRAINING ENVIRONMENTS 

The quality of the everyday training environment to maximise development physical, technical, and mental skills, while 

providing a positive environment, is a key factor in developing potential. Driving good practice here often requires 

personalised processes and links with other bodies. Clubs and coaches can provide the focal point for training groups 

that provide the social support to sustain challenging training regimes and informal learning. 

 

PATHWAY ACCESS, CONTINUITY, AND TIMELY DEVELOPMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES 

After having success, knowing where the next achievable challenge lies, provides the incentive for further commitment 

and motivation along the pathway. Having access to this information and timely opportunities to develop the potential 

to achieve these goals are needed. The pathway needs continuity. To do this, disseminating the progressive nature of 

the pathway needs clarity, and athletes provided with timely encouragement and assistance to engage at the next 

level. This needs to occur at a club, state and national level. 

 

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT; PARTNER ALIGNMENT 

Having people in place with the authority, resources and clear conceptualisation of their role in the entire athlete 

pathway will assist athletes‟ involvement and transition along the pathway. Providing these structures and incentives 

for athletes, coaches and event organisation throughout our clubs, State associations and national structures will help 

a co-ordinated approach. Directing resources where they are needed along the pathway and developing these brings 

all the initiatives together.  
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RESEARCH AND INOVATION 

Improving progress with research and innovation through the use of web based technology, sports medicine, sports 

science, nutrition and recovery, technical analysis methods, and athlete tracking and evaluation, can all make a 

contribution towards greater outcomes. Chronicling success stories of athletes, sharing participation successes and 

the dissemination these are also methods to make targeted improvements. This area is a non-urgent but important 

feature of successful programs that needs to remain high on the agenda so that it remains in focus. 

 

TECHNICAL 

High quality maps and course standards are central drivers to develop athletes‟ technical skills. These maps then 

provide a rich source of group training opportunities.  

 

APPLICATION AND SUPPORT OF DRIVERS ACROSS THE PATHWAY 

The diagram below maps the drivers that should be supported and implemented across the pathway.  
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KEY BARRIERS 

While there are many factors that impede the success of a deliberate, talent development initiative, the key barriers 

listed here are those that form the biggest stumbling blocks to creating structures that maximise the volume of athletes 

that have access to the HP pathway. Also listed are the impediments to the quality of the experiences that these 

athletes have in order to stay engaged, develop and progress along the pathway to their potential. 

 

CULTURE OF COACHING NOT BEING IMPORTANT 

The focus of the majority of orienteering clubs and organisations centres around a season of orienteering events only. 

Often inadvertently, there is a culture where coaching is seen to be unimportant, and certainly not „timetabled‟ into a 

club‟s calendar. This is possibly because the human resource capacity of the organisation is more absorbed with 

providing the resources to conduct these events. In club settings, coaching is predominantly based on the willingness 

of volunteers and there is resistance to provide the money and allocate the time to underpin regular, specialised 

orienteering coaching in the local area. This ethos drives an individualistic approach to athlete development and 

minimises the social engagement that can be attained by squad coaching structures.  

 

Orienteering coaching requires a significant amount of preparation both in resource creation and time. With courses 

and maps needing preparation and printing, land access obtained, controls to be hung, the willingness for volunteers 

to commit to coaching is stretched. Without the support of clubs and resources to streamline the coaching preparation 

the sustainability of volunteer club coaching will be forever tested.  

 

Reaching the human capacity of organisations by organising so many events, coaching becomes a significant 

additional burden. The culture that coaching is a voluntary unsupported activity at the club level does not help.  

 

For our sport to truly mature; perhaps regular coaching at the club level is the final step. 

 

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT OF COACHING; COACHING INCENTIVES, SYSTEM ALIGNMENT 

Presently, there is little incentive for coaching and no clear coaching pathway. There is not a consistent structure to 

record coaching participation in our participation statistics, nor recognise their achievements. Coaching can provide a 

key vehicle for a sense of affiliation and initial engagement in the social structures of clubs and squads. While our 

mapping has become professionalised, coaching is not core business for our clubs and state associations. 

 

Time involved in creating modified maps for technical coaching, and the need to have a set of easily organised 

coaching activities that weekly club coaches can draw on, would greatly enhance coaching capacity to deal with 

diverse coaching groups.  

 

PARTICIPATION BASE 

Our participation base impacts on the depth of competition at various levels. Strong participation in our clubs is the 

foundation of the athlete pathway. We need to continue to develop our participation base and balance event structures 

that meet the needs of newcomers and our committed members. Having an overall co-ordinator of club development 

to give guidance on best practice development strategies at this level has been identified as a strategy worth adopting. 

 

TRANSITIONING ALONG THE PATHWAY JWOC-WOC, CLUB-HP, JUNIOR TO SENIOR 

Making the step from junior to senior has not gone smoothly for a range of our talented athletes. This transition can 

take many years before reasonable success is achieved in the senior ranks. Providing incentives and support for this 

development is a feature of initiatives in this plan. Another transition that has potential to improve is the movement 

from club to national competition. At the junior level, this is accelerated by the successful School Sport Australia 

national schools competition although, there is not a developed talent ID process for other juniors and athletes who fall 

outside of this structure. The co-ordinated implementation of a National Talent ID structure should alleviate these 

gaps. 
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SCHOOLS UNDERSTANDING THE NATURE OF ORIENTEERING 

Implementing club-school links systematically is a complex process. It is not as simple as providing a skill 

development and modified games package that teachers can implement. Teachers need a school map and access to 

safe and suitable nearby terrain. The features of the „game of orienteering‟ are not easily understood by teachers for 

them to present an authentic version of what makes orienteering safe, challenging and enjoyable. There is potential 

for this to be successful in the primary school setting or where there are strong school-club links in the secondary 

school. There is also potential to implement orienteering into athletic carnivals via clubs. Helping teachers to fully 

understand the nature of orienteering is a good first step. Providing a package to targeted feeder schools for 

involvement in a subsequent family coaching camp is also a potential fruitful initiative at the 12-14 year level. 

 

EURO-CENTRIC COMPETITION AT THE ELITE END OF PATHWAY 

While there is an increased sprint orienteering focus at the World Orienteering Championships that levels the playing 

field for non-European nations, top level elite competition is still focused in Europe. Access to this competition, and the 

sometimes unique terrain, is a key factor for continued ongoing international success at the top level. 

 

TRAVEL SUPPORT FOR JNOL COMPETITORS TO GO TO JNOL PROGRAM 

Aligning the competition structure to selection is a challenge when juniors have limited access to funds. On one hand 

we aim to have equitable opportunities for selection into JWOC then on the other, we see the need to have a strong 

national competition structure of more than a few events where JWOC candidates can hone their physical, technical 

and mental skills. Ideally, we would like to have more than two rounds of junior national selection races. However, 

without some inconsistent travel subsidisation equitable access to competition limits the number of selection races 

that can be mandated. Athlete support is given to juniors from some SSOs. If this funding was consistent across 

states, it would be possible to more equitably align selection with a broader range of competitions, and therefor 

enhance athlete development. 

 

STATE NATIONAL ORIENTEERING LEAGUE (NOL) TEAM STRUCTURES AND SUPPORT 

There are variable state NOL team structures to support junior NOL teams and senior NOL teams. Having consistent 

formalised coaches and managers to support state NOL teams to act as regional development centres could assist in 

providing a focus for state development squads. Resourcing these at the state level and having alignment to the 

national competition would be the ideal. Having a clear expectation of funding arrangements for these teams would 

also help to formalise the alignment of selection races and the competition program. There is great potential here. 
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GAP ANALYSIS / KEY SHIFTS 

NATIONALLY ALIGNED TALENT IDENTIFICATION PROCESS 

A clearly articulated Talent Identification (TID) process managed by a TID manager is required. The manager would 

be responsible for the dissemination of TID benchmarks to states and clubs and would co-ordinate a national TID 

camp. The TID manager would also advise and visit states to assist in state based talent ID camps/weekends, 

combined with a series of preliminary events and introductory programs. Alignment of the talent ID process with states 

and clubs aims to transition athletes into the talent development process, moving them along the pathway to state 

based school teams, JNOL teams and NOL teams. The talent ID process is an all age process. 

 

NEW NATIONAL SQUAD STRUCTURES ALIGNED WITH FTEM  

Clearly defined developmental squad structures and squad benchmarks that integrate the junior and senior athletes to 

promote better transition from junior to senior. The squad structures are outlined in this document. 

 

HEAD COACH TO OVERSEE THE SUPPORT STRUCTURES FOR THE ATHLETE PATHWAY 

Head Coach appointed to oversee the pathway development structures and give guidance to coaches at the club, 

state and national level to link the athlete pathway. The Head Coach will not have primary responsibility for WOC. 

 

FULL UTILISATION OF WEB BASED COACHING POTENTIAL 

Develop strategies and processes to share coaching resources and online coaching mechanisms to support the 

athlete drivers. For example, parents, clubs, schools, coaches. 

 

SCHOOL LINKS STRATEGY 

Develop a clearly defined and targeted evidence based school links strategy that brings benefits from the investment. 

 

FUNDING SOURCES 

Explore alternative funding sources to underpin national talent ID process and national teams/squads. 

 

PROMOTING THE SECOND TIER INTERNATIONAL EVENTS AS DEVELOPMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES 

Strengthen the status and prestige of the Australia v New Zealand test-match and other second tier international 

events as a developmental stepping stone for aspiring WOC team competitors. Develop an understanding between 

Australia and New Zealand about bidding for World Cup events for regional development purposes. Utilise events 

such as World Cups / University Games (WUOC) etc. to develop a sustainable second tier international event 

program for High Performance Squad members and development squad members. 

 

CO-ORDINATOR FOR ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT AT CLUB LEVEL  

As identified in the participation section and the ASC Health Check, a lack of co-ordinators having overall 

responsibility for athlete development at the club level (F3) was seen as a major gap in a co-ordinated, aligned, athlete 

pathway. This will also underpin the resources required to develop a club coaching culture. 

 

HUMAN RESOURCING GAPS 

The capacity to achieve these goals will only happen through recognising the work of volunteers and capturing the 

capacity of volunteers through incentives, project based initiatives, sustainable practices and succession planning. It 

has been identified that having key people in place to drive activities is a key ingredient to success. With a shared 

vision, and dissemination of this plan, people who wish to be involved in its implementation can be harnessed through 

resource groups and short term project based initiatives.  

 

REGULAR TRAINING CAMPS IN NZ (AND ELSWHERE) TO BROADEN THE TERRAIN SKILL BASE 

The capacity to adapt techniques to a variety of terrain types is crucial at the upper end of the athlete pathway. Longer 

term planning of training camp venues to expose athletes to terrain diversity is crucial for the development of broad 

technical proficiency and tactical approaches. This will involve the scheduling of training camps to include a variety of 

terrain types and the New Zealand sand dune terrain will feature in this diverse schedule of training. The scheduling 

needs to reflect the particular demands of WOC and JWOC terrain coming up in 2-3 years time. In addition, travelling 

teams to Europe could use the week after competition to visit terrain for the following year.  
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REGULAR CLUB COACHING AND CLUB COACHING SUPPORT STRATEGIES 

Supporting regular club coaching and having a co-ordinator of club athlete development at this level is seen as crucial 

in the athlete pathway for both beginners and more developed athletes. A culture of weekly training at club level is a 

structure that we can perhaps support by tracking coaching involvement for participation purposes or offering training 

centre incentives. Clear coaching resources and the dissemination of a coaching curriculum and curriculum resources 

would also help. The development of a clear strategy here, in association with states and clubs, is worth forging. 

 

JUNIOR SENIOR TRANSITION; AMALGAMATION OF SENIOR AND JUNIOR HIGH PERFORMANCE SQUADS 

To assist the transition of athletes from junior to senior, the new High Performance Squad will consist of both juniors 

and seniors. The aim is to transition the older juniors into a senior training culture and offer opportunities for peer 

mentoring. It is also to highlight that JWOC is only an intermediate goal and participation as an elite, in domestic and 

international competition, requires another level of commitment. 

 

  


